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• Informal settlements offer a temporary place to stay 
before people find proper housing.

• Informal settlements keep growing because government 
is not building houses fast enough.

• Informal settlements keep growing because government 
is not investing enough in rural development.

• Informal settlements exists because of the cost of urban 
land.

• Informal settlements are poverty traps.

• Informal settlements provide vital economic and 
livelihood opportunities to residents.

• People living in informal settlements are waiting for 
government to provide them with housing solutions.



Upgrading approaches: what’s in the 

imagination? 

In-situ Upgrading

Temporary Relocation Areas

Greenfields BNG Housing

PHP Housing

Sites and services



IRDP: 520,000 hhs ÷ 16 500 hh/year = 32 years 

Upgrading

Public 

housing

UISP: Could service 100,000 hhs/yr with HSDG = 5½ years

Making trade-offs: Finance
Example from  Western Cape expenditure on human settlements 

programmes



Government Communities 

• Household focus
• Community/neighbourhood & 

household focus

• Housing

• Land 

• Services (water/sanitation)

• Services (esp. electricity)

• Tenure security

• Shelter

• Safety

• Health 

• Social facilities

• Employment/livelihoods/econ devt

• Provider/contractor of expertise • Enabler / community agency

• Expressed need for strong dialogue & working relationship municipality –

community



The new paradigm

Approaching in situ informal settlement upgrading through a developmental lens means:

• Accept that informal settlements are here to stay, and play an critical role in 

responding to people’s shelter and livelihood needs

• Recognise that upgrading is multi-facetted, interdisciplinary, socio-technical in 

nature 

• Value the social networks of people and the functionality of settlements

• Appreciate that settlements are highly differentiated – no ‘one-size-fits-all’

• Think & plan incrementally (including for housing)

• Spend public funds wisely and invest in neighborhood development

• Pursue development through public–private–civic partnerships to leverage 

resources, expertise and networks

 Upgrading as a community-driven, supply-negotiated approach

Community-driven, deliberative practices will lay bare further trade-offs re nature and 

sequencing of interventions, roles/responsibilities, etc., but also bring about better and 

more acceptable responses, a sense of ownership, and lower operational costs in the 

long-term.



Group discussion

• What are the most important state investments in 

informal settlements?

• What are the trade-offs in this regard? 

– e.g. financial, physical infrastructure, other

• How would state investments create more value for 

crowding in of other sources of investment? 

– e.g. private, households, multilateral, etc.


